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Cloud-native databases become increasingly popular while exposing to greater data security and correctness risks. Existing verifiable outsourced databases overlook either the correctness risk of transactions, or the disaggregation architecture: a key design consideration of cloud-native databases for performance and elasticity, or both. We present VeriTxn, a novel cloud-native database that efficiently provides verifiability of transaction correctness. VeriTxn relies on the trusted hardware (i.e., Intel SGX) to enable verifiable transaction processing. We build a page-structure cache in the trusted domain, where transactions can be verified with low, constant overhead. VeriTxn further optimizes the read-only transactions by exploiting disaggregation to fit the read-heavy workload in the cloud. We also integrate our proposal into MySQL, a popular open-source database. We conduct extensive experiments to compare VeriTxn against state-of-the-art verifiable databases and evaluate the performance of VeriTxn on MySQL. The results show that VeriTxn introduces tolerable performance degradation for verifiable transactions, while achieving up to 7.03× and 7.93× higher throughput than Litmus and LedgerDB, and its sustainable performance when integrated with MySQL.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Database transaction processing; • Security and privacy → Database and storage security.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, organizations such as banks [21, 49] and governments [9] are increasingly moving their sensitive and critical data into cloud databases. Such outsourcing requires cloud databases to guarantee data integrity and ensure the correctness and safety of each transaction. However, the results returned from the cloud can be incorrect or without any evidence on their correctness. For example, an attacker can intercept clients’ requests and pretend to be a cloud service provider by
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simply returning empty results for any requests. To this end, transactions in the cloud have to be verifiable so that the correctness of any returned results is verifiable.

Cloud-native databases are databases specifically designed to exploit the elasticity, scale, resiliency, efficiency, and flexibility provided by the cloud. To achieve good efficiency and elasticity, the database design has to feature a disaggregation architecture, where the computation and storage are decoupled as two distinct components connected by the high-speed network [1]. A number of cloud-native databases adopt such an architecture, including Azure SQL [4], Aurora [68], Taurus [32], PolarDB [17], and Snowflake [27]. Various techniques have been proposed to speed up these disaggregated databases, including customized storage management [16, 75], and query processing with caching and pushdown [71, 74]. For verifiability, several approaches have been proposed to ensure data integrity by encrypting queries and verifying their results [3, 5]. However, such approaches cannot verify whether transactions execute correctly without compromising ACID properties, and therefore, the problem of ensuring the verifiability of transactions in the cloud remains open.

To support verifiable transactions, existing solutions either provide serializability checking ability [2, 64], or heavily customize the transaction processing protocols [69] and data structures [42]. Consequently, they are not able to exploit the efficiency provided by disaggregation. On the one hand, serializability checking relies on tracing dependencies among the transactions. Extracting dependencies from logs is costly, especially in cloud-native databases where multiple nodes can handle transactions individually, and hence may affect the database scalability. On the other hand, customization-based approaches introduce certain constraints to the storage and transactions. For example, Litmus [69] requires the data to be stored in memory to enable verification by the memory integrity checker. Several classic approaches propose to organize the data using Merkle Hash trees [50], where each update requires the reconstruction of the tree. However, the cloud storage typically has its own implementation and cannot be modified easily, and hence the Merkle tree reconstruction is hard to implement. All these constraints introduce complexity and performance penalty when these techniques are directly employed in cloud-native databases.

Different from existing works, we turn to trusted execution environments (TEE) such as Intel SGX (Software Guard Extensions) [24] to efficiently support verifiability for transactions. Among the available hardware technologies that support TEE implementation, we shall use SGX as the default hardware in this paper. Succinctly, SGX provides a protected execution environment, known as an enclave, within potentially compromised nodes in the cloud, shielding data and attested programs in the enclave from malicious manipulation. Due to its functionalities, various data management systems including key-value stores [7] and outsourced databases [58, 60] are built with SGX for security and data integrity. However, in the past years, TEE suffers from a limited memory capacity of up to 256 MB and high overheads of performance. As a consequence, researchers proposed various methods to overcome these limitations, e.g., by only putting required data in this restricted environment [7, 58, 63, 78]. However, with the GB capacity of current SGX [34], these optimizations become less effective. Besides, the earlier designs do not exploit the disaggregation architecture. In agreement with the recent database self-assessment report [1], it is important to design a verifiable transaction processing protocol for a disaggregation architecture that exploits TEE for efficiency.

In this paper, we propose VeriTxn, a cloud-native database that efficiently supports verifiable transactions. We disaggregate the transaction layer and encapsulate it in SGX, i.e., transactions are entirely executed in the enclave. To this end, we design a page-structure cache, called a verified cache, which is maintained in the enclave. Each transaction only accesses the verified cache for reading/writing the data items. We subsequently propose two techniques to ensure efficient and verifiable transaction processing by exploiting the memory capacity of today SGX. First, we achieve verifiability by introducing a server-side verification mechanism. We delegate the verification
to the attested code residing in the trusted domain, removing the need to ship large-size proofs over the network between the server side and the client, as well as offloading the client’s burden of verifying the proofs. This server-side verification is coarse-grained, i.e., we verify each data page instead of each data item accessed by a transaction. Consequently, each transaction has a bounded cost corresponding to the number of pages it accessed. Enabled by this page-level verification mechanism, our proposed verifiable transaction protocol is generally applicable to databases employing a page-structured storage model. Second, we design a double-layer cache management, consisting of the verified cache in the enclave and the data cache in the untrusted domain. The verified cache interacts with the data cache, while the data cache interacts with the disaggregated cloud data storage. We employ a hybrid cache replacement policy, i.e., a lazy policy for the verified cache, while an eager policy for the data cache. With this approach, we cache data in the verified cache and ensure the freshness of the data cache as much as possible.

By disaggregating the storage and computation, we ensure the scalability for running verifiable read-only transactions. VeriTxn can add more individual compute nodes to handle read-only transactions, which is well-suited for read-heavy workloads in the cloud. The main challenge is then to ensure the verified cache coherence in these nodes, of which we address by leveraging an asynchronous replication mechanism to periodically replicate the verified cache between compute nodes, making a tradeoff between data freshness and transaction latency.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We present VeriTxn, a cloud-native database that guarantees verifiable transactions. VeriTxn processes transactions in SGX with a disaggregation architecture for elasticity and efficiency.
- We propose the server-side verification mechanism to ensure efficient verification of transactions. The key data structure is the SGX-bounded verified cache, which enables transactions to be verified with low, bounded overhead.
- We introduce optimization strategies for read-only transactions while providing verifiability guarantees. This enables VeriTxn to scale out linearly.
- We conduct extensive evaluations on two popular benchmarks, namely YCSB and TPC-C, and compare VeriTxn against state-of-the-art verifiable databases. The results show that VeriTxn is efficient, and it outperforms the baselines by up to 7.93×.
- We integrate VeriTxn into MySQL and the performance evaluation confirms its robustness in MySQL variants.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section provides relevant background on cloud-native databases and Intel SGX, and presents the problem statement. Section 3 describes the threat model and an overview of VeriTxn. Section 4 details the design of VeriTxn, including the verifiable transaction processing, etc. Section 5 introduces the tampering recovery technique and a comprehensive security analysis. Section 6 describes the system implementation, and Section 7 presents the experimental results. Section 8 discusses the related works, and Section 9 concludes.

2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we describe cloud-native databases and Intel SGX, and state the problem of supporting verifiable transactions.

2.1 Cloud-Native Databases

Modern cloud-native databases decouple the computation from storage and manage them as two separate layers of services [4, 17, 27, 32, 68]. Such disaggregation can reduce operational costs and improve resource utilization because it allows computation and storage to scale and be charged
2.2 Intel SGX

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [24] is a hardware-based implementation of the trusted execution environment (TEE), which enables the trusted processing of private data. SGX can be used to protect the execution of applications and ensure data integrity in cloud environments because of the following two key features: **Isolation**: SGX reserves several private memory regions called **enclave**, which are isolated from the rest of the host. Both the code and the data in the enclave are protected from being accessed by processes outside the enclave, even by the operating system or hypervisor. SGX achieves this by locating the enclave memory in protected memory pages called enclave page caches (EPC). **Attestation**: SGX enables a remote client to verify that the code is executed as expected inside the enclave, which is called attestation. Upon successful attestation, the remote client can bootstrap a secure communication channel with the enclave. As an example, a client that initiates a transaction can use such a secure channel to guarantee the safe delivery of the transaction to the enclave.

In the latest generation of SGX, the EPC capacity has increased from the previous 256 MB to 512 GB per socket, making the memory limitation, as reported in previous works [34, 63, 78], no longer a major constraint. However, a critical limitation remains: interactions between host processes and enclaves are still expensive. Hosts can only interact with the enclave via pre-defined functions (ECall1s/OCall1s). That is, hosts call into the enclave via ECall1s, while the enclave calls the code outside (such as system calls) via OCall1s. However, these functions are costly. As an example, an ECall incurs about 8000 CPU cycles as reported in [56, 63]. Moreover, issues like paging overhead occur when the EPC is exhausted [34]. Consequently, we design an SGX-friendly transaction processing protocol to minimize costly intersections between the enclaves and hosts, which will be presented in Section 4.2.

2.3 Verifiable Transactions

Broadly, a database is deemed supporting verifiable transactions when it meets these two requirements: (1) It guarantees the ACID properties [38], and (2) it ensures that these guarantees can be verified. Due to our disaggregation architecture design, the verifiable durability is hence considered
a property guaranteed by the storage layer. In this section, we shall therefore focus on the formulation of verifying isolation, atomicity, and consistency. It is well accepted that serializability is the gold-standard isolation level [13, 14, 38], which enables each transaction to move the database from one consistent state to another [38]. Further, atomicity means that each state is stable. Based on these intuitions, we formulate the verifiable transaction scheme by specifying the state and state transition.

Formally, we model a database state as $S$ with respect to a set of versions for all the data items ($x_i$ represents the i-th version of the data item $x$) in the database. A transaction $T_i$ is a sequence of operations, which are either read $R_i(x_j)$, write $W_i(x_i)$, commit $C_i$ or abort $A_i$. We use $R_i(x_j)$ to denote a $T_i$’s read that obtains the version $x_j$ written by $T_j$. We use $R_{T_i}(W_{T_i})$ to denote the read set (write set) of $T_i$, which contains the versions read (wrote) by $T_i$. Let us consider the database state when a transaction $T_i$ starts as $S$, and a new state $S^+$ is generated once $T_i$ commits. We model a transaction $T_i$ as the function shown in Equation 1, indicating that the new state $S^+$ is identical to a union set of the old state $S$ and the write set of $T_i$.

$$T_i : S \rightarrow S^+ \equiv \exists x_i, x_i \in S^+ \land x_i \notin S \Rightarrow x_i \in W_{T_i} \quad (1)$$

*Example 1.* Consider a transaction $T_1$ with two operations $R_1(x_0)$ and $W_1(y_1), S = \{x : x_0, y : y_0\}$. It can be obtained that $R_{T_1} = \{x_0\}, W_{T_1} = \{y_1\}$. After $T_1$ commits, the new state is $S^+ = \{x : x_0, y : y_1\}$.

A verifiable transaction scheme consists of three main operations:

- **State integrity.** After executing $T_i$, the database state $S^+$ cannot be tampered without being detected. More precisely, given a proof $\pi$ corresponding to $S^+$ such that VeriTxn() returns 1, it is infeasible to generate another proof $\pi'$ and state $S'$ such that VeriTxn() returns 1 and $S^+ \neq S'$.

- **Serializability.** The new state $S^+$ can be verified to be identical to a union set of the old state $S$ and the write set of $T_i$. Besides, the read set of $T_i$ is verified to be a subset of $S$.

$$\{D^+ = \text{Digest}(S \cup W_{T_i})\} \land \{R_{T_i} \in S\} \quad (2)$$

*Example 2.* Given current database state $S_0 = \{x : x_0, y : y_0\}$, and two transactions, including $T_1$ with an operation sequence $\langle R_1(x_0), W_1(y_1) \rangle$, and $T_2$ with operations $\langle R_2(y_0), W_2(x_2) \rangle$. Suppose $T_1$ and $T_2$ run concurrently, and $R_2(y_0)$ executes before $T_1$ commits, so $R_{T_2} = \{y_0\}$. After that, $T_1$ commits first and makes a new state $S_1 = \{x : x_0, y : y_1\}$, where VeriTxn($T_1, O_{T_1}, \pi_1, D_0, D_1$) = 1, and $D_1 = \text{Digest}(S_0 \cup W_{T_1} = \{y_1\}) \land R_{T_1} = \{x_0\} \in S_0$. Hence, $T_1$ is said to have been verified. Then, $T_2$ performs $W_2(x_2)$. Finally, $T_2$ commits and attempts to have a new state $S_2 = \{x : x_2, y : y_1\}$. However, $T_2$ is verified to be not serializable, because $R_{T_2} = \{y_0\} \notin S_1$.

### 3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we describe the threat model and then present the architecture overview of VeriTxn.
3.1 Threat Model

In a typical cloud database system, clients interact remotely for the services. All the client-side components, such as SQL clients, are trusted. This is typically realized by hosting the client in a trusted on-premises environment (e.g., behind user-controlled firewall) or in enclaves [6, 58]. In this paper, we focus on the threats to the data integrity and transaction serializability of the database. Solutions [3, 63] that provide data confidentiality, through encryption and access control for examples, may be layered on top of VeriTxn.

Servers hosting the database are typically untrusted, and consequently, the adversary may be able to have complete control over the server. We consider the strong adversary, who can cause the server to exhibit arbitrary adversarial behavior. For example, the adversary can tamper with the server’s memory and disk, replicating and overwriting data pages of the host database. Based on the design principles of TEE, an adversary cannot access the enclave provided by SGX. In particular, data and computation inside an enclave are protected and attested to be correct. We require transactions to be completely processed in the enclave, achieved by the SGX attestation. Like many other SGX-based works [58, 63, 78], we exclude side-channel attacks from our scope. We note that several studies attempt to counter side-channel attacks by eliminating record-level leakage [26, 29, 35, 52, 77]. However, these methods incur significant overhead due to the need to obscure specific read/write operations in their custom software design. In our approach, we mitigate the issue of side-channel attacks by preventing record-level access pattern leakage, which is achieved by loading data at the page level, thereby hiding the precise records accessed by transactions. Although the page-level side-channel attacks remain, we consider these attacks as implementation-specific and we can opt for more secure TEEs or integrate the aforementioned methods if necessary.

3.2 Architecture

VeriTxn is designed as a disaggregated database, with the overview illustrated in Figure 2. In its disaggregated architecture, VeriTxn consists of two layers: the transaction layer and the storage layer. The transaction layer consists of multiple compute nodes, with each executing incoming transactions and returning results to users. The storage layer is a shared storage that can be accessed by every compute node. All the read-write (RW) transactions (transactions with read and write operations) are sent to the primary RW node. In contrast, the secondary RO nodes handle read-only (RO) transactions. Following modern cloud-native databases [17, 68], there is only one RW node, but a number of RO nodes in VeriTxn.
Transactions sent by clients are first forwarded through the **load balancer** to the RW node or RO nodes. Note that the load balancer is running in an enclave. In this manner, connections between the clients and the load balancer, and between the load balancer and RW/RO nodes, are protected by the remote attestation provided by SGX. Either the RW node or RO node is equipped with SGX, consisting of a trusted enclave and an untrusted data cache. The untrusted **data cache** is used for fast data access. It interacts with the storage layer to temporally cache hot data on purpose. We place the following three components in the enclave: The **transaction executor** is responsible for handling transactions’ operations, including read \( R_i(x_j) \), write \( W_i(x_i) \), commit \( C_i \) or abort \( A_i \), etc. Each read-write transaction generates redo logs before the commit. The **log manager** transfers redo logs to the storage layer for persistency, which is only equipped in the RW node. The **verified cache** is a pre-allocated EPC memory to cache data in the enclave. For verification purposes, it organizes the data into pages and assigns each page a verified hash.

With the large memory capacity of the latest SGX, we execute transactions entirely in the enclave through the collaboration of these components. However, achieving efficient and verifiable transaction processing is challenging due to the necessary interaction between SGX and the untrusted host. We address this challenge by introducing an SGX-friendly transaction processing protocol to minimize the interactions between the transaction executor and other components. We now discuss how our protocol efficiently executes transactions while ensuring the verifiability of both serializability and data integrity.

For a read-write transaction, the transaction executor on the RW node receives the transaction and follows the paradigm in the single-node databases to execute transactions. Specifically, the transaction executor performs the read/write operations and employs a concurrency control algorithm to ensure serializability. In VeriTxn, instead of decomposing a transaction \( T_i \) into sub-transactions to read/write data items from remote storage nodes, \( T_i \) directly reads/writes data items from the local verified cache. By so doing, we eliminate the costly distributed transactions [40, 48, 66]. If the required data does not reside in the verified cache, we load it from the untrusted data cache with a safe loading technique. During each data loading, we load and verify a data page containing the required data, rather than loading and verifying each individual data item. To verify integrity, we calculate the page hash and compare it with the corresponding hash in the verified cache. This verification, conducted at the page level, is coarse-grained and serves to lessen the communication overhead between SGX and the untrusted host. VeriTxn makes no assumptions about the concurrency control algorithm. Common-used algorithms, such as OCC and 2PL, can be applied to VeriTxn. For illustration purposes, we employ a customized OCC by default, which is naturally combined with our proposed verification mechanism. By using OCC, any two conflict transactions would be detected, and one must abort for serializability. We will elaborate on the transaction processing with verification in Section 4.2.

We ensure that read-only transactions always retrieve consistent data with verifiable integrity, by applying the proposed verification mechanism to RO nodes. To maintain the verified hash on RO nodes, we introduce an asynchronous replication mechanism, which periodically transfers the modifications of the verified cache on the RW node to RO nodes. Furthermore, we propose a consistent reading technique to perform read-only transactions on a consistent snapshot, while making a trade-off between data freshness and transaction latency. We will discuss the read-only transaction optimization in detail in Section 4.4.

### 4 THE DESIGN OF VeriTxn

In this section, we present the design of VeriTxn, including its key data structure called the verified cache, verification mechanism, and transaction processing protocol. We also introduce how VeriTxn handles storage disaggregation and read-only transactions.
4.1 Verified Cache

To facilitate verifiable transaction processing, we maintain a verified cache in the SGX enclave of each node. The structure of the verified cache is shown in Figure 3, which consists of two parts: 1) verified hash, including a set of hash corresponding with each data page; 2) page cache, containing a number of verified data pages. The former is used to do verification, and the latter is responsible for interacting with transactions' operations.

In VeriTxn, we organize data into pages and index them with in-memory indexes. Our system supports both hash indexes and B+–tree indexes. These indexing schemes can serve as either primary or secondary indexes, depending on the application requirements. The structure of a page resembles classic page design in conventional database systems [55, 57]. Each page \( p \) contains a page header, a set of metadata including the page ID \( (p.pid) \), the page lock \( (p.lock) \), the timestamp \( (p.ps) \), and the number of records on the page, etc. We use \( p.ps \) to represent the commit timestamp of the latest transaction that writes \( p \). The rest of the page \( p \) is a list of data items. Each data item \( x \) contains three fields: the primary key \( (x.pk) \), data \( (x.val) \), and \( x.cts \), the commit timestamp of the latest transaction that writes \( x \).

For verifiability, each page is assigned a hash, calculated by the collision-resistant hash function \( H \). Only the RW node is responsible for updating the pages and their verified hashes. Note that we do not assign each data item with a hash because doing this may cause high memory overhead when the database is large. In contrast, we store the hash for each page separately in the verified hash structure. Each hash item \( h \) in the verified hash comprises: 1) \( h.pid \), ID of the corresponding page \( p \); 2) the hash value \( h.hash \); 3) \( h.cts \), the commit timestamp of the latest transaction that updates \( h \). By putting it in SGX, we establish a synopsis of all data pages for integrity verification. Specifically, we calculate \( p.hash \) using \( H(p) = \sum_{x \in p} PRF(x) \), where \( p.hash \) is the xor sum of the keyed pseudo-random functions of all data items in the page. Given two pages \( p \) and \( p' \), \( p = p' \) implies \( H(p) = H(p') \), and \( H(p) = H(p') \) implies \( p = p' \) with high probability.

We propose a safe-loading technique to safely transfer pages from the data cache to the verified cache. A page in the verified cache may be offloaded to the data cache when the verified cache is full. By safe-loading, any tampering of the data that bypasses the enclave will cause inconsistent synopsis and be detected.

Example 3. Let us refer to Figure 3, and consider an operation that reads the data item \( x \). To fetch \( x \), it first accesses the index and locates a corresponding page \( p_1 \). If \( p_1 \) is not in the verified cache, \( p_1 \) will be loaded in if the examination of \( H(p_1') = h_1 \) passes. Otherwise, this page might have been modified by malicious attackers.

4.2 Transaction Processing with Verification

We now detail how to run a verifiable transaction. As discussed, we run a transaction in the SGX enclave with a server-side verification mechanism. In general, a transaction can be completed...
Algorithm 1: Read/Write of a transaction $T_i$

1. Function $\text{Read}(T_i, key)$:
   2. if $\exists x_i \in T_i.ws \cup T_i.rs, x_i.pk = key$ then return $x_i$
   3. Read the page $p_j$ containing $x_j$, where $x_j.pk = key$
   4. Read the hash item $h_j$, where $h_j.pid = p_j.pid$
   5. $T_i.rs \leftarrow T_i.rs \cup \langle h_j.hash, p_j \rangle$
   6. return $x_j$

7. Function $\text{Write}(T_i, x_i)$:
   8. $T_i.ws \leftarrow T_i.ws \cup x_i$

Algorithm 2: Verification and commit of a transaction $T_i$

1. Function $\text{Verification}(T_i)$:
   2. for $x_i \in T_i.ws$ do
      3. Locate $p_i$ containing $x_i$
      4. if $p_i.lock \neq T_i.tid$ and $\neg \text{CAS}(p_i.lock, 0, T_i.tid)$ then
         5. return false
   6. for $(h_j, p_j) \in T_i.rs$ do
      7. if $p_j.lock \neq T_i.tid$ and $p_j.lock \neq 0$ then return false
      8. $p_j' \leftarrow \text{Read the page } p_j$
      9. if $H(p_j') \neq h_j.hash$ then return false
   10. return true

11. Function $\text{Commit}(T_i)$:
   12. $T_i.cts \leftarrow \text{assign a commit timestamp}$
   13. Send redo log to the storage layer
   14. for $x_i \in T_i.ws$ do
      15. Update $x_i$ into its corresponding page $p_i$
      16. $h_i.hash \leftarrow H(p_j)$
      17. $p_i.lock \leftarrow 0$

Through: 1) the read/write phase, where the transaction performs read/write operations by accessing the verified cache and verifying the loaded data pages; 2) the commit phase, during which the transaction update hashes and data, as well as transfer the redo log to the storage layer. VeriTxn does not rely on a specific concurrency control algorithm and can function with most algorithms such as OCC and 2PL. For illustration purposes, we introduce how we extend Silo [67], a centralized OCC variant, to exemplify processing transactions with verification in SGX. We integrate the verification phase with the validation of the read/write set for simplicity. Each transaction $T_i$ is performed by a thread in the enclave, maintaining a read set ($T_i.rs$), a write set ($T_i.ws$), and a unique transaction ID ($T_i.tid$). Given a transaction $T_i$, it executes in three steps below:

- In the read/write phase, we process read/write operations of transaction $T_i$. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of $\text{Read()}$ and $\text{Write()}$ functions. $\text{Read()}$ takes $T_i$ and a search key $key$ as the input (line 1). We directly return $x_i$ ($x_i.pk = key$) if it is already in $T_i.ws$ or $T_i.rs$ (lines 2). Otherwise, we add the page $p_j$ containing the data item $x_j$ whose primary key is $key$, and $p_j$’s corresponding hash $h_j$ to $T_i.rs$ (lines 3–5). Function $\text{Write()}$ takes $T_i$ and a new data version $x_i$ to be written as the input (line 7), and adds $x_i$ into the write set $T_i.ws$ directly (line 8).
Log Queue

We additionally record the hash corresponding to the modified pages in the log. To ensure the security of logs, we introduce a secure redo log storage mechanism by encrypting the log with a public key in the storage layer. Each read-write transaction sends its encrypted redo log to the storage layer of VeriTxn. Given an operation modifying the data item \( x \), we store both the old and new values, and that of the hash entry stores the old and new verified hash. Given an operation modifying the data item \( x \) from \( x_i \) to \( x_j \), it produces a data entry \( \langle W, < x_i, x_j > \rangle \), and a hash entry for the modified page \( p_i \), denoted as \( \langle H, < h_i, h_j > \rangle \). Considering the transaction \( T_1 \) in Example 1, its redo log consists of two entries \( \langle W, < x_0, x_1 > \rangle \) and \( \langle H, < h_0, h_1 > \rangle \), as shown in Figure 4. Moreover, we assign a unique log sequence number (LSN) to each log to maintain the sequential order of logs. We generate the redo log in the enclave. Each redo log is encrypted with the public key stored in the enclave, and the log manager then sends the log to the storage layer. Each transaction ensures that its redo logs are persistent in the storage before committing. Note that the log can be decrypted with the public key in the storage layer.

4.3 Disaggregated Storage

The storage layer of VeriTxn is constructed based on cloud storage services, such as Microsoft Azure Storage, Amazon S3, etc. Each read-write transaction sends its encrypted redo log to the storage layer over the network, transferring data modified by it to the storage layer. For performance, we introduce the double-layer cache management to ensure that the data is cached in the verified cache as much as possible. To make the data cache in RO nodes fresh, we eagerly update the data cache by retrieving the data from the cloud storage. Due to space constraints, more details about VeriTxn’s storage design, such as handling page structure modification and data vacuum, can be found in the extended version.

4.3.1 Redo Logging. We use redo log to record the transaction’s modifications. In our design, we additionally record the hash corresponding to the modified pages in the log. To ensure the security of logs, we introduce a secure redo log storage mechanism by encrypting the log with a signature-based mechanism. Specifically, each entry in the log is a pair <type, change>, where the type field is either \( W \) or \( H \), indicating it is a data or hash log entry, respectively. The change field of a data entry stores both the old and new values, and that of the hash entry stores the old and new verified hash.

VeriTxn sobre la capa de almacenamiento constructo basado en servicios de almacenamiento de nube, como el almacenamiento de Microsoft Azure, Amazon S3, etc. Cada transacción de escritura y lectura envía su log rodo cifrado a la capa de almacenamiento a través de la red, transfiriendo los datos modificados por ella a la capa de almacenamiento. Para mejorar el rendimiento, introducimos el manejo de caché de dos capas para garantizar que los datos estén en la caché verificada en el mayor número posible. Para hacer la caché de datos en los nodos RO fresca, actualizamos la caché de datos al recuperar los datos desde la nube de almacenamiento. Debido a limitaciones de espacio, más detalles sobre el diseño de almacenamiento de VeriTxn, como la gestión de modificación de estructura de página y vacío de datos, pueden encontrarse en la versión extendida.
We employ the storage layer to handle the log replay instead of the compute node. This approach reduces network overhead as each transaction communicates with the storage layer only once. For example, as shown in Figure 4, the redo log of $T_1$ is generated in the RW node and sent to the storage layer. There are multiple log replay threads in the storage layer that continuously replay incoming logs to the cloud storage. Upon receiving a redo log in the storage layer, it is first stored in a log queue. The log threads fetch the queue, and write to a cloud-shared disk or call the APIs (i.e., $\text{Put}()$) provided by the cloud storage to replay logs. Note that we organize the cloud storage into pages, the same as in the caches, to simplify data transferring. By replaying redo logs in their determined serialization order indicated by LSN, we ensure the page structure is consistent with that created within the enclave during the original transaction execution. Let us refer back to Figure 4. The page $p_1$ in the cloud storage is updated by the incoming log entry of $T_1$, where the data item $x$ is set to the new version $x_1$. Further, this page $p_i$ is asynchronously transferred to the RO nodes through gossiping or heartbeat to ensure data freshness of the RO node.

4.3.2 Double-layer Cache Management. For the best performance, since each transaction only accesses the data in the verified cache, it is therefore best to put all the data in the verified cache to avoid communicating with the cloud storage. However, this is infeasible because the database is often much larger than the memory capacity of SGX. We therefore make use of the data cache and design a hybrid caching policy to speed up instead. First, we store as much data as possible in the verified cache, i.e., only offload data from the verified cache to the data cache when the verified cache is full. Second, we eagerly refresh the data cache to ensure that the hot data can be fetched from the data cache instead of the cloud storage.

Lazy offloading. When the verified cache is full, it triggers the data offloading, which retires data pages into the data cache. The offloading is costly because it copies data from the enclave to the untrusted domain. Therefore, we utilize the commonly used least-recently-used (LRU) policy for cache replacement to avoid frequently loading and offloading the same data page. Other optimized cache replacement policies [28, 43, 62] are also applicable in this case, which are however orthogonal to this paper. Note that we do not offload data from the data cache to remote storage to reduce network overhead. Instead, we rely on the log replay to update the remote storage asynchronously.

Eager refreshing. We regard the data cache as a secondary cache, which maintains the data pages that are not stored in the verified cache. Consider a transaction $T_i$ requires a data page $p_i$. $T_i$ first searches the verified cache, then the data cache, and finally the cloud storage. In this manner, $T_i$ can directly reach $p_i$ if $p_i$ is in the cache. Otherwise, $T_i$ fetches the page $p_i$ from the cloud storage, resulting in increased latency. To ensure the freshness of the data cache, we assign each page a lease at the time it is stored in the data cache. The lease is a timestamp allocated by the wall clock of the server. When the lease is expired, the corresponding node calls the $\text{Get}()$ API to retrieve the
page from the cloud storage. We assign a larger lease if there is no update to reduce the network overhead. In this way, we use the lease to eagerly refresh the data cache with minimal overhead. We regard this page as only containing cold data if the lease exceeds a threshold. Therefore, we discard such a page from the data cache because it is seldom accessed.

We use the following example to clarify the data workflow through the double-layer cache and the cloud storage.

**Example 4.** In reference to Figure 5, let us consider the page \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \). Suppose the verified cache is full, the page \( p_1 \) is offloaded to the data cache because there are no transactions that manipulate \( p_1 \). In addition, suppose the lease of the page \( p_2 \) expires in an RO node. The RO node sends a request to the cloud storage and gets the page \( p_2 \) with a fresher data item \( y_2 \). Considering the page \( p_2 \) has been modified by some concurrent transactions in the RW node, the page \( p_2 \) cached in the RO node is still not up-to-date. If there is a transaction \( T_2 \) that wants to read \( p_2 \), it may keep waiting until it gets the latest version of \( p_2 \). Alternatively, we ensure to read a consistent state instead of the latest to make a trade-off between performance and data freshness, which will be discussed in Section 4.4.

**4.4 Read-Only Transactions**

Many existing works [15, 23, 47] show that read-only transactions are one of the common workloads in the cloud. When there are extensive read-only transactions, a widely used solution is to deploy additional RO nodes to achieve scalability. VeriTxn extends such a design, and ensures that read-only transactions always retrieve consistent data with verifiable integrity. As discussed in Section 3.2, we first perform asynchronous replication of the verified hash to enable the proposed verification mechanism on RO nodes. We then introduce a consistent reading technique to perform read-only transactions on a consistent snapshot, while making a trade-off between data freshness and transaction latency.

**Replication of the verified hash.** We also use the verified hash to support verifiable transactions on the RO nodes. However, since the hash is generated in the RW node, we transfer it to RO nodes through asynchronous replication. Specifically, we combine the hash updated by multiple transactions into a batch, and then broadcast a batch to all the RO nodes. The RO node duly updates its local hash with the incoming hash. We apply the Thomas write rule [65] to skip outdated hash. That is, for each hash entry \( h_i \), we check whether it is outdated by comparing its timestamp with the timestamp of local hash \( h'_i \). We skip the update if \( h_i.ts < h'_i.ts \) to avoid using a stale hash to update a newer hash. We perform the hash replication via a secure communication channel, established through remote attestation, as mentioned in Section 3.2. The RW node’s enclave encrypts both the replication message and its hash before transmission to the RO node, thereby protecting the message from unauthorized access. Upon receipt, the RO node decrypts the message, computes the corresponding hash, and compares it with the received hash to verify integrity.

**Read-only transaction processing.** We propose a consistent reading technique for read-only transactions to ensure correctness and efficiency. Each transaction is assigned with a read timestamp \( rts \). We set \( rts \) to the replication checkpoint \( \varphi \), a timestamp indicating all the verified hash written before \( \varphi \) is already reserved in this RO node. We preform the visibility checking [13], examining \( rts \) with the timestamp on each accessed page and hash item, to ensure that read-only transactions are able to obtain data and verify its integrity from a consistent state. Moreover, since hash replication is asynchronous, this assignment allows the transaction to retrieve data from a consistent but not necessarily the latest state. By adjusting the replication batch size, we realize the trade-off between data freshness and transaction latency. Due to space constraints, the pseudo-code for the consistent reading technique can be found in the extended version [76].
5 RECOVERY AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we first present the recovery mechanism of VeriTxn to handle both adversarial errors and crash failures. We then conduct a thorough analysis of potential threats and demonstrate the ability of VeriTxn to effectively manage these risks.

5.1 Tampering Recovery and Fault Tolerance

We now introduce our tampering recovery technique, which ensures the availability of VeriTxn in the face of integrity attacks. As previously discussed, VeriTxn ensures the verifiability of transaction results by executing transactions within the enclave and detecting any data tampering occurring outside of SGX. However, as indicated in our threat model (Section 3.1), the cloud vendor cannot fully prevent the risk of adversarial misbehavior, and hence, the potential for data tampering always exists. To prevent the system from becoming inaccessible due to the impact of data tampering, we perform online tampering recovery for transactions that encounter tampered data, which allows them to continue executing after repairing this tampered data.

We conduct tampering recovery based on the durable secure redo log. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, we sign and encrypt the secure redo log to ensure its integrity. Following the methodology presented in [7], our basic idea is to reconstruct a correct data page by replaying all the operations on this page stored in the log. However, the log required for replay could be redundant, potentially causing lengthy replay times and blocking the system. To address this issue, we employ “anchor logs” for efficient and online recovery. We extend the recorded hash log to create an anchor log after every \( n \) modification to a page \((n \) is a tunable parameter\). The anchor log additionally captures the full content of the updated page. For example, if a transaction \( T_i \) modifies page \( p_i \) to \( p_i' \), and this is the \( n \)-th modification on \( p_i \) since the last anchor log is recorded, we register an anchor log with \( p_i' \).

These assignments allow us to quickly recover a correct page by applying subsequent operations based on the page stored in the latest anchor log.

We use the information in the verified hash to efficiently locate the required log during recovery. We introduce two additional attributes to each hash item \( h_i \) in the verified hash: 1) \( h_i.\text{anchor}_\_\text{lsn} \), denoting the LSN of the latest anchor log entry; 2) \( h_i.\text{current}_\_\text{lsn} \), representing the LSN of the most recent transaction that updates the corresponding page. When a transaction \( T_j \) loads a required page \( p_i \) into the enclave and detect it is compromised, \( T_j \) initiates a recovery process within the enclave to restore the page with the correct data through the following four steps: 1) We directly fetch the anchor log based on \( h_i.\text{anchor}_\_\text{lsn} \), because LSN can be converted into an exact position in the log files [54]. 2) We parse the anchor log and examine the log hash to ensure its integrity; 3) Assuming that \( p_i' \) is stored in the anchor log, we obtain subsequent modifications on \( p_i' \) by retrieving the redo log between the LSN of \( p_i' \) and \( h_i.\text{current}_\_\text{lsn} \); 4) We reconstruct a correct page by applying subsequent changes to \( p_i' \). Once the recovery process is completed, we load the repaired page into the verified hash. To ensure the safety of this process, we block \( T_j \) and any concurrent transactions from accessing page \( p_i \) until the recovery finishes. If the recovery process takes too long, we abort these transactions based on the timeout to avoid deadlocks. After \( T_j \) commits, we utilize log replay to recover the page on the disk. Note that the log replay on the storage could be further tampered with. Our recovery process can be invoked again to manage this scenario. If the issue persists, we alert the user to review their security settings such as access control.

Fault Tolerance. We follow the standard mechanisms to handle RW and RO node crash failures in cloud-native databases [54, 68]. The difference in VeriTxn is that it requires additional recovery steps for verified hashes. When an RW node fails, we propagate an RO node to be the new RW node for availability. During this process, we reconstruct the verified hash based on the secure log. In case of an RO node failure, we synchronize the verified hash from another RO node, and
therefore, RO nodes can recover independently without blocking the RW node. Note that all the recovery process is performed within the enclave. Due to space constraints, we leave the detailed crash recovery process in the extended version [76].

### 5.2 Security Analysis

As presented in Section 3.1, our threat model primarily concerns data integrity and transaction serializability. Since the transaction processing component is entirely protected by the enclave for serializability, we focus on comprehensively analyzing the guarantee of VeriTxn on data integrity. Given the system architecture of VeriTxn, we identify three primary types of integrity threats: attacks on storage, attacks on the network, and attacks on RW/RO nodes. As shown in Table 1, we list all potential threats to VeriTxn based on these three categories. We now analyzing these cases in detail to sketch the proof that VeriTxn provides the verifiability of integrity:

- **We first consider data tampering (case 1a) and data cache tampering (case 3), where an attacker directly alters data on the storage or memory outside the enclave. If such attacks occur, VeriTxn detects the tampering when the compromised page is loaded into the enclave, as outlined in Section 4.2. Subsequently, we initiate an online recovery to restore the tampered pages with the correct data, following the technique described in Section 5.1. Thus, we ensure that VeriTxn can ensure integrity and stay accessible during these threat occurrences. The same methodology applies to handle data loading attacks (case 2a), where an adversary disrupts the data loading process to compromise data pages.**

- **We next analyze the log tampering (case 1b) and log flushing attack (case 2b), where an attacker attempts to directly alter logs on the storage or modify logs during their transfer to the storage. As presented in Section 4.3.1, the secure redo log is signed and encrypted, making the adversary cannot falsify and tamper with the log. However, given the adversary’s full control over the server, arbitrary adversarial errors could occur, such as deleting all data and log files. In our implementation, we mitigate this problem by maintaining multiple backups of the log. During tampering recovery, we rely on the backups to obtain the correct log. More extreme cases, like all backups being invalid, can be handled by implementing replication strategies focusing on Byzantine fault tolerance [18], which is orthogonal to our paper.**

- **We finally address potential attacks on transaction requests (case 2c) and hash replication (case 2d). As indicated in Section 3.2 and Section 4.4, we establish a secure communication channel based on SGX remote attestation to protect interactions between SGXs. Each message, whether a transaction request or hash replication, is assigned a unique hash and encrypted. Upon receiving**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Specific Threat</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Case ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attacks on storage</td>
<td>Data tampering</td>
<td>Online verification and recovery</td>
<td>1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log tampering</td>
<td>Encryption &amp; signature duplication</td>
<td>1b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacks on the network</td>
<td>Data loading/flushing attack</td>
<td>Online verification and recovery</td>
<td>2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log flushing attack</td>
<td>Encryption &amp; signature</td>
<td>2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transaction request attack</td>
<td>Secure channel</td>
<td>2c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hash replication attack</td>
<td></td>
<td>2d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on RW/RO nodes</td>
<td>Data cache tampering</td>
<td>Online verification and recovery</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

a message, the enclave within the RW/RO node examines its hash to verify integrity. If tampering is detected, the receiving node issues an error and requests the sender to resend the message.

We then discuss the security of VeriTxn and compare it against that of five state-of-the-art systems on four aspects, as shown in Table 2. Enclage [63] is an encrypted storage engine designed to support data confidentiality, which however cannot ensure integrity and serializability. Confidentiality is outside the scope of VeriTxn and the other four systems. VeriDB [78] verifies the data integrity based on the deferred memory verification [7], without explicitly considering serializability verification [78]. Merkle-tree-based approaches, such as LedgerDB [70], in contrast, achieve integrity through Merkle tree verification. Additionally, serializability verification can be attained by auditing the database ledger. However, maintaining such a ledger for tracing the transaction history is costly. FastVer [6] combines Merkle tree and deferred memory verification for performance optimization. However, as a consequence, FastVer is unable to achieve online verification. Litmus [69] is a state-of-the-art verifiable database using a software-based method to ensure verifiable transactions. Litmus runs and verifies transactions in batches based on deterministic reservation [66], ensuring enhanced security by supporting online verification. However, running transactions in batches may result in higher transaction latency. In contrast, VeriTxn does not require transactions to be executed in batches. By employing the proposed verifiable transaction processing mechanism, VeriTxn achieves comparable security with Litmus, and ensures online verification of integrity and serializability. Due to space constraints, the formal correctness proof of VeriTxn is provided in our extended version [76].

Discussion on confidentiality. As outlined in Table 1, we prevent unauthorized access to logs (case 1b, 2b), transaction requests (case 2c), and hashes (case 2d) as part of our efforts to ensure data integrity and transaction serializability. While data confidentiality is not our primary concern, we do not explicitly consider data encryption. We would like to clarify that if data encryption is employed before data is transferred out of the SGX enclave, or if we utilize encrypted data storage, VeriTxn could provide additional security against unauthorized access, thereby preserving confidentiality.

6 IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present the implementation details of VeriTxn, and elaborate on how to extend VeriTxn into MySQL.

6.1 Implementing VeriTxn
We implement VeriTxn based on the codebase of DBx1000 [72]. Our system is written in C++, and is publicly available at [37].

In our implementation, each compute node can either serve as an RW node or an RO node. We first employ the verified cache and use indexes to organize data in the enclave of each node. We
implement both hash indexes and B*-tree indexes, serving as either primary or secondary indexes based on the application requirements. In the verified cache, we use a vector to store the verified hashes, each linked to its corresponding page. We run multiple threads of three types on each node: worker, messenger, and logger. A worker thread is responsible for executing transactions with multiple operations, and for handling read/write requests. A messenger thread sends and receives network messages such as hash replication messages. In the RW node, a logger thread handles sending redo logs to the storage layer, while in the RO node, it updates the data cache with data pages received from the storage layer. These threads are pre-allocated when the enclave starts, and are managed by a specified stack called Thread Control Structure (TCS) in SGX. During transaction execution, there are several OCall functions that can possibly be invoked. If the page is not in the verified cache, we use the function safe_loading_ocall() to load required data pages from the data cache, as discussed in Section 4.1. In addition, the function async_hash_ocall() is used by the RW node to broadcast updated hashes to all RO nodes. The RW node does not wait for acknowledgments from all RO nodes for asynchronous replication. Lazy offloading could be implemented as an Ocall function. However, the memory inside SGX, being limited in size, can be exhausted easily. Thus, we directly write the offloaded page to specific data cache positions to reduce OCall invocations.

For the storage layer, we implement an individual log replay component to consume redo logs produced by the RW node. It consists of several log replay threads, with each being pinned to a virtual CPU for performance. We deploy the log replay component in several virtual machines with limited CPUs to get costs under control, making it suitable for the pay-as-you-go charging policy used by cloud vendors. We organize the cloud storage into pages and create two interfaces, called Get() and Put(), to make the cloud storage services transparent to compute nodes and log replay threads. That is, VeriTxn can run on various cloud storage through this abstraction. For example, when replaying a log entry, a log replay thread first calls Get() to retrieve the corresponding data page. Following which, this thread applies modifications, generates an updated page, and calls Put() to write back.

6.2 Extending VeriTxn to MySQL

To confirm the feasibility and real-world applicability of VeriTxn, we implement our proposed verification mechanism on MySQL. We choose MySQL as a representative of full-fledged open sourced DBMS. We first implement the verified cache by extending the buffer pool of MySQL. We introduce an additional hash table into the buffer pool management component, maintaining the verified hash of every page accessed through the buffer pool, including data pages, index pages, undo pages, etc. We rely on the inherent buffer management strategy to cache data in the verified cache. Each item in the hash table contains four attributes: page_id, page hash, anchor_lsn, and current_lsn. We adjust the page cleaner to insert/update the corresponding hash item when a dirty page is flushed out to disk. We modify the function buf_read_page_low() to validate the integrity of a page during its loading into the buffer. In terms of recovery, we introduce a new redo log type for the verified hash. Each verified hash log entry contains the following information: 1) all the attribute values recorded in the corresponding verified hash; 2) page data (only included if this entry is an anchor log); 3) a hash of this log entry (signed with a private key). We record a hash log when the page is flushed out to the disk, using the mtr interface provided by MySQL. We integrate the tampering recovery technique outlined in Section 5.1 based on the modified redo log. We modify the function recv_parse_log_rec() to recover hashes from the log into the verified cache during crash recovery. We leverage the redo log encryption and redo log backup offered by MySQL to ensure the log is encrypted and duplicated appropriately.
We deploy our MySQL variant into SGX using the LibOS provided by Occlum [61], without specific optimization in the MySQL codebase for the SGX environment. Our implementation of the double-layer cache on MySQL is based on the interface provided by Occlum, which allows us to mount a tmpfs serving as the double-layer cache. This arrangement enables that when data is loaded into the enclave, it is first accessed through memory outside the enclave, and then the swapfile on the disk. We would like to clarify that the focus of our implementation on MySQL is to assess the real-world applicability of our proposed verification protocol. Therefore, we aim to provide specific performance optimizations in future work, including a complete reconstruction of the MySQL codebase for SGX and the development of a fully functional double-layer cache.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of VeriTxn against five baselines. After introducing the experimental setup, we evaluate VeriTxn in a range of settings to show its throughput.

7.1 Experiment Setup

We run the experiments in a cluster of up to 8 nodes running Ubuntu 20.04 on Microsoft Azure. Each node is a standard DC16s v3 server, equipped with an Intel(R) Platinum 8370C CPU at 2.8GHz (2 × 8 cores), with 128GB of DRAM. The EPC size is limited to 64GB.

7.1.1 Baselines. We compare VeriTxn with five baselines, including a cloud-native database baseline with disaggregation, a ledger database, two SGX-based storage engines, and a verifiable database.

VeriTxn w/o verification (VeriTxn (w/o)): A cloud-native database baseline excluding the verifiable ability of VeriTxn. VeriTxn (w/o) omits the use of SGX and removes all the verification logic.

LedgerDB [70]: A state-of-the-art cloud ledger database that guarantees data integrity by maintaining a database ledger using the Merkle tree. We use the open sourced implementation [30] of LedgerDB, denoted as LedgerDB*, to conduct our experiments.

Enclage [63]: A state-of-the-art storage engine designed to support confidentiality. Since we cannot obtain the source code of Enclage, for a fair comparison, we integrate its buffer structure into our prototype system. Moreover, as our threat model emphasizes integrity and serializability, we implement an optimized Merkle tree, as discussed in Enclage’s paper [63], to ensure integrity. We refer to our implementation of Enclage as Enclage+.

FastVer [6]: A state-of-the-art storage engine supports integrity through hybrid verification, which combines deferred verification with the Merkle tree, and employs caching to enhance performance. Since FastVer is not open sourced, we implement its hybrid verification mechanism into our codebase to exclusively compare its verification performance with that of VeriTxn. We configure the deferred verification to be executed every 1 second.

Litmus [69]: A state-of-the-art verifiable database using a software-based method to ensure verifiable transactions. We use the open-source implementation [36] of Litmus to conduct our experiments.

To facilitate a systematic and fair comparison purely on transaction processing performance, all the compared systems exclude the SQL layer (e.g., cursor) because it is orthogonal to transaction processing. Since the concurrency control algorithm of VeriTxn is extended from Silo [67], we configure VeriTxn (w/o), LedgerDB*, Enclage+, and FastVer to use the traditional Silo algorithm for a fair comparison. Following Litmus’s paper [69], we set Litmus to use deterministic reservation [66] for concurrency control to achieve its best performance. Except for Litmus, all these systems support range queries with the use of B+-tree indexes. For the fact that range-based queries may potentially introduce phantom reads and violate serializability, we therefore adopt the approach originally
proposed in Silo [67], which records the involved leaf node of the B+-tree index into the read set for serializability validation. There are other alternative solutions to this problem, such as next-key locking [53], range-locks [46], and Bw-Tree [45]. However, for the better focus of the paper and also due to page length limit, we do not address orthogonal issues such as index level locking [46, 53] and index optimization [45].

7.1.2 Workloads & Default Configuration. We evaluate VeriTxn and the baselines using the following two widely known workloads.

YCSB [22, 33] generates synthetic workloads targeting large-scale Internet applications. Following existing works [72, 73], we run workloads based on a table with 10 million (10M) rows, with each row consuming 1KB. In total, the table hosts 10GB data if not stated otherwise. A parameter called skew_factor is used to control the distribution of the accessed data items. A high skew_factor value, for example, skew_factor=0.9, results in a high contention workload. By default, the skew_factor is set to 0.5. A default transaction comprises 16 operations, with 8 reads and 8 writes, resulting in an overall write ratio of 50%. For RO nodes, we execute read-only transactions containing 16 reads.

TPCC [25] generates OLTP workloads that model those of a warehouse order processing application. The workloads contain 9 relations per warehouse, with each warehouse being 350 MB in size. By default, we use 16 warehouses. Consistent with [20, 39], our TPCC implementation includes all the operational logics in the standard TPCC transactions. We use the standard TPCC by default, which consists of 45% of NewOrder, 43% of Payment, and 4% for each of the remaining three types of transactions. To compare with Litmus, we use a simple mix of 50% of NewOrder and 50% of Payment transactions following Litmus’s paper [69].

We set the default verified cache size and data cache size to 4GB, and page size to 4KB. We set the default batch size for hash replication to 16KB. We deploy the storage layer based on Microsoft Azure Cloud Disk Storage [11]. Unless otherwise specified, by default, VeriTxn uses the B+-tree index for both primary and secondary indexes to ensure a fair comparison.

7.2 Overall Performance of VeriTxn

In this set of experiments, we evaluate the overall performance and the cost of ensuring verifiable transactions by comparing VeriTxn with VeriTxn (w/o) and LedgerDB*. By default, we deploy the evaluated systems on 4 nodes (1 RW node + 3 RO nodes). Each node has 4 worker threads, 1 messenger thread, and 1 logger thread.

7.2.1 Experiments on the YCSB and TPCC Workloads, with Varying Thread Counts. We first measure the throughput with increasing thread counts. The results, shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b, indicate that VeriTxn achieves up to $7.93 \times$ higher throughput than LedgerDB*, and incurs up to 68.67% throughput degradation compared with VeriTxn (w/o). It is widely acknowledged that there is a concurrency bottleneck on the root hash of the Merkle tree [6, 63]. Compared to LedgerDB*, which employs a Merkle tree with high verification costs, VeriTxn eliminates this bottleneck and enables transactions without conflict to be verified in parallel. We also observe that the performance degradation against the VeriTxn (w/o) increases when more threads are invoked. This is logical because both VeriTxn require additional resources to perform verification and thus affect the peak throughput when the resource is exhausted. As the conflicts between threads intensify (16 threads), thread coordination overhead such as context switching, dominates system performance, causing a throughput decline in both VeriTxn and VeriTxn (w/o), and consequently, the gap narrows. This statement is also mentioned in various works [41, 72].

7.2.2 Experiments on the YCSB Workload, with Varying the Number of Nodes. We now study the scalability of VeriTxn by increasing the number of nodes, and plot the throughput in Figure 6c.
Fig. 6. Overall Performance of VeriTxn - The throughput is measured using YCSB and standard TPCC workloads.

We can observe that VeriTxn achieves linear scalability, with the throughput of VeriTxn (w/o) and VeriTxn increasing by 3.67× and 3.02×, respectively, as the node count rises from 2 to 8. Since VeriTxn is designed based on the disaggregation architecture, adding additional RO nodes increases the number of read-only transactions that can be handled. Furthermore, the results demonstrate that the proposed verification mechanism does not cause a bottleneck to scalability.

7.2.3 Experiments on the YCSB Workload, with Varying the Replication Batch Size. We evaluate the data freshness on RO nodes by varying the frequency of verified hash replication. We measure the data freshness using the freshness score, as defined in [51]. The smaller the score, the fresher the system is. The results in Figure 6d illustrate a trade-off between performance and the freshness scores. A higher replication frequency ensures that read-only transactions obtain fresher data, as their read timestamps are more likely to be updated. On the contrary, a higher frequency also increases replication overhead, and blocks transactions until the required versions are replayed in the storage. Consequently, the throughput of both RW and RO nodes increases as the replication frequency decreases.

7.3 Analysis on the Verified Cache

We then evaluate the performance of the verified cache in VeriTxn by comparing it against the two related mechanisms used in Enclage and FastVer, respectively. In these experiments, we deploy a single RW node with 4 worker threads to focus solely on evaluating the cache and verification performance by analyzing the throughput across various cache sizes.

7.3.1 Experiments on the YCSB Workload, with Varying Cache Sizes, and 16 Data Item Access per Transaction. To explore the performance of different verification mechanisms from a transaction perspective, we first use the default setting of 16 data items accessed per transaction to conduct the experiments. As shown in Figure 7a, the throughput of VeriTxn is at most 8.27% lower than FastVer and up to 18.32% better than Enclage+. As cache size increases, the performance of all methods...
converges, due to the utilization of caching mechanisms by each approach. The data residing in the enclave’s memory does not require integrity verification, thus reducing the verification overhead. Considering that a smaller cache size results in higher frequencies of cache replacement and integrity verification, we mainly compare the verification overhead of these methods under small cache size conditions. Enclave+ relies on a Merkle tree for verification when loading data into the cache, which suffers from root hash contention as discussed earlier. Compared to Enclage+, VeriTxn delivers higher throughput due to our efficient page-level verification, the overhead of which is bounded by the number of accessed pages per transaction. FastVer performs better than VeriTxn by incorporating deferred memory verification [7], which conducts verification in batches to reduce the verification overhead of each transaction. However, unlike VeriTxn, FastVer cannot support online verification and may not adapt well to the disaggregated architecture. FastVer requires an entire write set of each epoch to perform verification. As the write set is exclusively generated on the RW node, FastVer could be unsuitable for performing verification on RO nodes.

7.3.2 Experiments on the YCSB workload, with Varying Cache Sizes, and 1 Data Item Access per Transaction. Considering that Enclave and FastVer are originally designed as non-transactional storage systems, we then configure each transaction to access only one data item and rerun the previous experiments. The results reported in Figure 7b demonstrate that, VeriTxn outperforms Enclage+ and FastVer by up to 5.54% and 24.04%, respectively. Furthermore, when comparing with the performance differential observed with 16 data items accessed per transaction, the performance gap between VeriTxn and Enclage+ narrows, while the gap between VeriTxn and FastVer widens. The reason is that the overhead of the Merkle-tree-based verification in Enclage+ and the page-level verification in VeriTxn is affected by the number of data items accessed per transaction. In contrast, FastVer is not affected by the number of data items accessed per transaction due to the use of deferred verification. Under the current settings, each transaction only accesses 1 data item, leading to lighter verification overhead for VeriTxn and Enclage+. However, FastVer requires a complete table scan for each verification epoch, an overhead that can be non-negligible when each transaction is small. We also provide the single-node performance of VeriTxn (w/o) in Figure 7b for reference. Note that the throughput numbers of FastVer and Enclage reported in [6, 63] are higher due to the fundamental differences in the codebase. The original FastVer and Enclage implementations are based on purely key-value stores, such as Faster [19]. In comparison, our codebase, VeriTxn (w/o), is designed for evaluating transaction performance, and includes additional codes to support transactions. We have confirmed that the performance trends of FastVer and Enclage, and the throughput degradation caused by implementing their verification mechanisms, are consistent with those reported in [6, 63].
7.4 VeriTxn vs Litmus

We then compare the performance of VeriTxn with Litmus. As Litmus is implemented as an in-memory single-node database, we deploy VeriTxn on one node, and store all the data in the verified cache. To ensure a fair comparison, we use the same hash index for VeriTxn as used in Litmus. We set the verification batch size for Litmus to $10^4$, ensuring the performance of Litmus in our paper is consistent with that presented in [69]. We also use two baselines without verification and SGX to serve as performance upper bounds for Litmus and VeriTxn, respectively. The first baseline uses 2PL, similar to the one in [69]; and the second uses traditional Silo, denoted as OCC.

7.4.1 Experiments on the YCSB Workload, with Varying Thread Numbers. We measure the throughput with increasing thread counts from 1 to 8, and plot the throughput in Figure 8a. We can observe that VeriTxn achieves up to $6.32 \times$ performance gain over Litmus. VeriTxn’s higher throughput is due to the proposed verification mechanism, which ensures efficient server-side verification. In contrast, Litmus is based on an encryption-based verification framework, incurring high overhead both on the client and server sides to perform the verification. As shown in Figure 8a, when the thread number is set to 1, VeriTxn can verify transactions at the cost penalty of 26.69% performance drop, while Litmus suffers 78.75% performance drop. It further indicates that the verification overhead of VeriTxn is lower than that of Litmus. All methods cannot scale well with more threads because of the increased contention among the transactions [72]. The time breakdown in Figure 8b indicates that with a higher thread number, transactions in VeriTxn spend a larger amount of time on concurrency control.

7.4.2 Experiments on the YCSB Workload, with Varying Contentions. We next investigate the impact of contentions on the performance of VeriTxn, by varying the skew_factor. The results in Figure 8c show that VeriTxn has up to $7.03 \times$ higher throughput than Litmus. When skew_factor does not reach 0.8, the verification dominates the cost, and thus VeriTxn performs better with 57.28% verification cost. Under high contention, transactions are more likely to abort due to concurrency
control, which is confirmed by the abort rates shown in Figure 8c. Litmus is not affected by the contentions, mainly because it processes transactions in a deterministic manner. However, deterministic transactions impose some other limitations, such as stored procedures requirement, reduced processing flexibility, etc [59]. Overall, VeriTxn still achieves 5.66× speedup than Litmus under extremely high contention (skew_factor=0.9).

7.4.3 Experiments with the TPCC Workload. We now evaluate the throughput with a different number of threads and warehouses. The results in Figure 8d show that VeriTxn achieves up to 5.88× higher throughput than Litmus. The performance of VeriTxn gains from its verification mechanism, which is less costly than the cryptographic-based approach used in Litmus.

7.5 Evaluation on Extended MySQL
In this section, we study the scalability performance of our proposal on a popular database system such as MySQL. We implement a MySQL variant, MySQL+VeriTxn, incorporating the verification mechanism of VeriTxn into MySQL v8.0.31, as discussed in Section 6.2. We host both MySQL and MySQL+VeriTxn in the enclave using the LibOS provided by Occlum v0.29.4 [61]. Unless otherwise specified, we set the buffer pool size of MySQL and MySQL+VeriTxn to 16 GB, and use 64 client threads to obtain peak performance. By default, we set the anchor interval to 200, indicating that an anchor log for a page is generated after every 200 modifications on this page. We configure the isolation level of MySQL and MySQL+VeriTxn to serializable.

7.5.1 Experiments on the TPCC Workload. We first examine the overhead of our proposed verification mechanism by comparing the throughput of MySQL+VeriTxn with that of MySQL. In our experiments, we run the TPCC workload provided by Sysbench-TPCC v2.2 [44] on 10 tables with 50 data scales, occupying ~80 GB of storage space. This setup enables us to better evaluate the verification overhead of our proposal under realistic conditions, where the data volume surpasses the cache capacity. We evaluate the throughput with increasing client thread counts from 16 to 128, and plot the throughput in Figure 9a. Comparing MySQL+VeriTxn with MySQL, we find that MySQL+VeriTxn incurs up to a 4.99% performance penalty due to the verification. We then study the throughput as we increase the buffer pool size. As shown in Figure 9a, the throughput of both systems escalates, while the performance gap between MySQL+VeriTxn and MySQL shrinks from 20.21% to 3.40% as the buffer pool size expands from 8 GB to 16 GB. This can be attributed to the fact that caching more data in the enclave reduces data verification overhead.

7.5.2 Experiments on the Sysbench-OLTP Workload. We then delve deeper into the verification overhead of MySQL+VeriTxn and study the effectiveness of the double-layer cache (abbreviated as DLC) by varying access contention and data size. We adopt the double-layer cache optimization into MySQL and MySQL+VeriTxn, referring to these variants as MySQL (DLC) and MySQL+VeriTxn (DLC), respectively. We set the data cache size to 16 GB. Our experiments run the Sysbench-OLTP workload [44], in which every transaction executes 8 SELECT and 8 UPDATE queries. We set the skew_factor to 0.5 by default. Unless otherwise stated, we use 20 tables, each with 5 M data items, consuming ~50 GB of storage space. We first evaluate the throughput under various skew_factor, and plot the result in the left part of Figure 9b. As observed, the performance penalty of MySQL+VeriTxn compared to MySQL narrows from 11.76% to 8.43% as the skew_factor increases. This trend can be attributed to the fact that a higher skew_factor increases the likelihood of data being cached in the enclave, hence lowering the verification overhead. To study the effectiveness of the double-layer cache, we analyze the throughput of MySQL+VeriTxn (DLC), which shows an improvement of up to 24.85% over MySQL+VeriTxn, although this performance gain decreases as skew_factor increases. This pattern is expected as a higher skew_factor lessens the need for data loading, thereby reducing
the overall benefit provided by the double-layer cache. We also observe a slight increase in the throughput of all these systems until the skew_factor reaches 0.5. Before transaction conflicts emerge as the primary bottleneck under higher contention, data loading overhead dominates performance [31].

We then investigate the throughput with different data sizes. As shown in the right part of Figure 9b, the performance degradation of MySQL+VeriTxn compared to MySQL (DLC) increases from 8.44% to 14.43% as the data size expands from 50GB to 90GB. Handling larger data sizes requires more disk loading, hence amplifying the impact of verification on throughput. The observed bounded verification overhead strengthens the claim that our proposed verification mechanism is not a bottleneck in various scenarios. In the right half of Figure 9b, we present the memory consumption of these systems, which includes the buffer pool, the verified hash (if applicable), and the data cache (if applicable). As depicted, while the memory usage of MySQL and MySQL (DLC) remains stable, MySQL+VeriTxn and MySQL+VeriTxn (DLC) incur higher memory consumption, increasing by 3.08% and 3.24% respectively as the data size rises. This increase is due to the maintenance of verified hash. The memory usage of MySQL+VeriTxn (DLC) is higher than that of MySQL+VeriTxn, owing to the addition of the data cache.

7.5.3 Experiments on the TPCC Workload with Attack. In these experiments, we evaluate system performance and recovery time using the TPCC workload under two typical data integrity attack scenarios: data tampering (case 1a) and data loading attack (case 2a). We define the recovery time as the average time each transaction spends on both the process of tampering recovery and the blocking caused by this recovery. To record this recovery time, we embed time markers throughout the relevant code blocks.

We first conduct experiments in the face of data tampering, simulating scenarios where an attacker periodically tampers with specific portions of data with a certain frequency (every 1s in our experiments). We study the effect of varying the percentages of erroneous data, and plot the results in Figure 9c. As shown in the left part of Figure 9c, the throughput of VeriTxn decreases...
by 23.49% as the percentage of tampered data rises. We attribute this performance decline to the increased chance of transactions encountering tampered pages, leading to an increase in recovery time. This observation indicates the availability of VeriTxn in the event of data tampering. To further understand the factors affecting recovery time, we also conduct experiments with varying the anchor interval. As presented in the right part of Figure 9c, the throughput of VeriTxn decreases by 69.3% with a higher anchor interval, because of the potentially larger volume of log replay. We then run experiments under the data loading attack scenario, where we adjust the tampering rate to control the proportion of tampered loading operations. Figure 9d shows that as the tampering rate increases, the throughput of VeriTxn drops by up to 32.05% when the buffer pool size is 16GB. When the buffer pool size is reduced to 8GB, the performance degradation rises to 40.5%, and the recovery time extends by 2.74×. We attribute this to the fact that a smaller buffer pool size increases the frequency of data loading, thereby magnifying the impact of blocking due to the recovery.

8 RELATED WORKS
In this section, we shall review cloud databases and verifiable databases, which are related to our work. **Cloud databases** are prevalent in recent years to provide cloud data service, i.e., database as a service (DBaaS). Recently, the new generation of cloud databases, known as cloud-native databases [4, 17, 68], emerge and seek for higher elasticity and flexibility by employing the disaggregation architecture. **Verifiable databases** are proposed to address the data integrity and security problem of outsourced data [12]. With the current trend of outsourcing data management to the cloud, the verifiability of databases becomes increasingly important. Generally, verifiable databases can be divided into two categories: **Software-based** verifiable databases are typically built with the implementation of various authenticated data structures, such as the Merkle hash tree [50], etc. **Hardware-based** verifiable databases rely on trusted hardware for design simplification and performance improvement. We have thoroughly evaluated the security and performance of several state-of-the-art verifiable databases in Section 5.2 and Section 7. VeriTxn adopts the widely-used compute-storage disaggregated architecture, and is constructed with an efficient verifiable transaction processing protocol for a real cloud environment, which is distinctly different from existing systems. Due to space constraints, a more detailed analysis of related work can be found in the extended version [76].

9 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce VeriTxn, a novel cloud-native database that efficiently supports verifiable transactions. VeriTxn employs the trusted hardware, namely Intel SGX, to entirely handle transaction processing. By designing the verified cache in the trusted domain, VeriTxn executes verifiable transactions with bounded overhead. We propose various techniques, including double-layer cache management, and read-only transaction optimization, to exploit the benefit of the disaggregation architecture. We conducted extensive experimental evaluations using the YCSB and TPC-C workloads. The result demonstrated that VeriTxn achieves up to 7.93× higher throughput than state-of-the-art verifiable databases.
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